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Abstract Human beings solve problems in different

granularity worlds and shift from one granularity world to

another quickly. It reflects human beings’ intelligence in

problem solving to some extent. In the era of big data,

some new problems are emerging in real life. For example,

traditional big data processing models always compute

from raw data, failing to consider the granularity feature of

human. Thus, they are hard to solve the 3 V characteristics

of big data. Granular computing (GrC) combines the multi-

granularity thinking pattern of human intelligence with

problem solving mode to deal with big data. Based on the

related notions and characteristics of GrC, this paper

reviews the previous studies of GrC in three progressive

levels: granularity optimization, granularity conversion and

multi-granularity joint problem solving. Then we proposed

the diagram for relationship among three basic modes of

GrC. Furthermore, the feasibility of GrC for big data pro-

cessing is analyzed. Some research prospects of granular

computing are given.

Keywords Granular computing � Granularity
optimization � Granularity conversion � Multi-granularity

joint problem solving � Deep learning � Big data

1 Introduction

With the rapid development of IT, communication tech-

nology, as well as the digitization in various fields, large

amounts of data are being generated every day in different

fields (Labrinidis and Jagadish 2012), such as hospitals,

factories, mines, government agencies, schools, social

networking sites, e-commerce and so on. Compared with

traditional data, big data often contains large amounts of

unstructured data requiring real-time analysis. The growth

of data brings opportunities in mining its hidden value with

great challenges (Andrew and Erik 2012; Clifford 2008).

Due to the worldwide information technology revolu-

tion, almost all industries are facing big data problems (Wu

et al. 2014). Especially, for such high speed and massive

data containing various valued information, information

technology researchers meet enormous challenges. There-

fore, as traditional computing platforms and communica-

tion networks fail to meet the challenges of big data, new

solutions concerning storage technologies, next-generation

networks, processors, programming languages and com-

putational models should be studied and developed.

An obvious characteristic of human intelligence is to

deal with problems hierarchically. In other words, prob-

lems are usually analyzed in different granularity levels.

Granularity is a concept to reflect detailed information. In a

philosophical point of view, the idea of granularity exists in

the process of cognition, measure, concept formation and

reasoning for any object (Yao 2000; Livi and Sadeghian

2016; Xu and Wang 2016; Antonelli et al. 2016; Lingras

et al. 2016). To recognize a problem, people usually start to

analyze it in a coarse granularity, and gradually penetrate

into finer granularity level. An understanding of the

underlying principles of human problem solving may help

to consciously apply these principles (Yao 2011; Pedrycz
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and Chen 2011). For example, in chip debugging, circuit

engineers usually use a holistic approach to analyze the

overall framework, and then conduct a detailed analysis of

the testing parameters and each module’s circuit structure

until the flawed device is found out at last. In big data

mining, people always start from specific data and mine the

general rules from the data through abstract and summary.

Granularity is originally a concept of physics, referring

to the mean metric of the substantial particle size. Here, it

is used as a measure of the amount of information to

analyze and process data in the domain space from dif-

ferent hierarchy. It aims to figure the amount of informa-

tion in different granularities (Pedrycz 2013). Gradual

granulation method of perceptions counts in marvelous

capabilities that human intrinsically possess (Pedrycz

2013). As the objects of processing, granules are any

subsets, objects, clusters, and elements of a universe as

they are drawn together by distinguishability, similarity, or

functionality (Yao et al. 2013). Skowron generalized the

concept of granules to include ‘‘functional elements’’ such

as classifiers, agents and agents group (Skowron and

Wasilewski 2011). GrC is a label of the family of any

theories, methodologies, techniques and tools. It is an

information processing theory for using ‘‘granules’’ to

build an efficient computational model for dealing with

problems (Loia et al. 2016). Especially, when problems are

with uncertainty, Grc can solve them approximately (Bazan

2008). Wherein, in GrC, all such constructed and/or

induced objects are called granules (Skowron et al. 2016a).

The structure used for representing and interpreting a

problem or a system is called a granular structure (Krei-

novich 2016). Figure 1 shows the entire granular structure,

Layerk represents the finest layer, and each dot represents

the finest data. A wide range of applications benefited from

Grc, such as feature selection (Min and Xu 2016), time

series forecasting (Maciel et al. 2016).

In the light of extensive results from many fields (Yao

2016) that use various mechanisms of Grc, it is important

to construct conceptual reviews to support granular com-

puting to better solve problems. Generally speaking, tra-

ditional granular computing mechanisms solve problems

by serial computing methods on a single granularity layer

(that means computed on a single granularity layer each

time). However, when the problem is complex, we are hard

to solve it only on any single layer with the sense of coarser

result or finer result, and we should decompose the problem

into several sub tasks to compute it on granularity layers to

meet the demand of time-limit constraints. Evolving from

GrC, multi-granularity thinking is effective approaches to

deal with complex problem. Multi-granularity computing

(MGrC) emphasizes on jointly utilizing multiple levels of

information granules in problem solving, instead of only

one optimal granular layer (Wang et al. 2015). Therefore,

Multi-granularity joint problem solving (MGrJS) is a

valuable research direction in the future if we want to

improve the quality and efficiency of solution. But building

this mechanism is not easy. Luckily, deep learning as a

successful example model of MGrJS has made significant

progress in the many fields, so its idea provides an heuristic

way for us in the perspective of GrC.

The remainder is organized as follows. The following

section gives an introduction to the characteristics and

relative analysis of four main granular computing models

and three mechanisms of granular computing in problem

solving, namely, granularity optimization, granularity

conversion and multi-granularity joint problem solving. A

detailed analysis of deep learning, one of the vogue

researches focusing on machine learning, is given in the

view of granular computing. The relationship among the

basic mechanisms of GrC is given after reviewing tradi-

tional mechanisms of GrC. Furthermore, combined with

deep learning, we proposed the schematic diagram of

MGrJS and made a feasible analysis of five theoretical

models (fuzzy set, rough set, cloud model, quotient space,

deep learning) of MGrC to the three GrC mechanisms.

Section 3 analyzes the feasibility of applying Grc to deal

with big data problems. In Sect. 4, on the basis of the

challenges brought by big data, some research prospects of

granular computing are proposed. The paper is briefly

summarized in Sect. 5.

2 Granular computing

Three basic mechanisms of granular computing: granular-

ity optimization, granularity conversion, and multi-granu-

larity joint problem solving, can be summarized from

previous research works according to the way in which

GrC is used to solve problem. The notion of the three basic
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Fig. 1 The diagram of information granule, granularity layer, and

granularity structure
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mechanisms is a new perspective on GrC. Each of the three

mechanisms has its particular type of problem to deal with.

Granularity optimization means to choose the most suit-

able granular level of a domain for the multi-granular

information/knowledge representation model (MGrR), on

which the most efficient and satisfactory enough solution is

generated. In granularity conversion, the working granu-

larity layer will switch between adjective layers or jump to

a higher or lower granular layer in accordance with the

requirements of solving a problem. Multi-granularity joint

problem solving means to take a problem-oriented MGrR

as input jointly employ every layer of the MGrR and finally

achieve a correct solution to the problem. Next, we first

introduce the common granular models, and on the basis

make an elaborate illustration about the above mentioned

mechanisms.

2.1 Granular computing models

The idea of granulation is at the heart of any knowledge

representation system (Dubois and Prade 2016). The pur-

pose of granulation is to get the right granule from the raw

data. The first step is to select a specific model and then

conduct granulation according to the corresponding gran-

ularity expression. The granulation models mainly include:

fuzzy set (Zadeh 1965), rough set (Pawlak 1982, 1992,

quotient space (Zhang and Zhang 1992), cloud model (Li

et al. 1995), etc. These four granular computing models

describe the human ability to solve the problem from dif-

ferent granularities. They come with their own method-

ologies, relative granularity structure, comprehensive

design framework and a large body of knowledge sup-

porting analysis, design, and processing of constructs

developed therein. Table 1 indicates the common features

of the four granular computing models.

1. Fuzzy set.

Fuzzy set theory was first proposed by Zadeh in (1965)

in the literature. In this theory, an element always

belongs to a certain set to some extent or belongs to

several sets in varying degrees. It studies a kind of

uncertainty of division caused by the intermediate

transitivity of the differences of objects. This uncer-

tainty is something inherent and gets rid of the duality

(either this or that) of classical mathematics, so that the

extension of concept has an ambiguity (both this and

that). Fuzzy set defined as follows: A is a mapping that

set X to [0,1] A:X ? [0,1], x ? A(x). Then A is a

fuzzy set on X, and A(x) is called the membership

function of fuzzy set A.

Theory of fuzzy information granulation (Zadeh 1979)

(TFIG) based on the fuzzy set is an important

granulation model, which is inspired by human

granulation and information processing and is roots

in mathematics. The point of departure in TFIG is the

concept of a generalized constraint. Granule is char-

acterized by the generalized constraint that is used to

define it. The principal types of granules include

possibilistic, veristic and probabilistic (Pawlak 1992).

The principal modes of generalization in fuzzy infor-

mation granulation theory can be mainly generalized to

fuzzification; granulation and fuzzy granulation (Zadeh

1997; Mendel 2016).

2. Rough set.

Rough set theory was first proposed by Pawlak in

(1982) in the literature and it is another way to deal

with uncertainty. It could process data objectively

without the prior information and has been widely used

in pattern recognition, knowledge discovery, image

processing and other fields (Skowron et al. 2015). The

main idea of rough set is to build a division in the

universe of discourse according to the equivalence

relation and get indistinguishable equivalence classes,

thus forming an approximate space composed by

granules with different granularities (Wang et al.

2009). In this approximation space, the vague bound-

ary set is described by the upper and lower approx-

imation sets, while the boundary set is described by

crisp set. Those elements, unable to be determined

(cannot be classified) under the existing knowledge are

all assigned to the border domain; while if the

granularity is coarse, the border domain is wide, and

the border domain is narrow if the granularity is fine.

As elements in the same group (equivalence class) are

indistinguishable, the information processing can be

performed by the equivalence classes.

3. Quotient space.

Quotient space theory was first proposed by Chinese

scholars Zhang and Zhang in the literature (1992),

which is a model for solving the problem from

different perspectives and shifting the focus of thinking

onto different abstract level by the idea of granularity.

Granularity conversion process mainly depends on the

Table 1 Common features of four granulation model

Granulation

model

Granule Granularity structure

Fuzzy set Fuzzy information

granule

If–then rule

Rough set Equivalence class Hierarchical rough set

Quotient space Quotient set Quotient structure

Cloud model Cloud generated by

characteristic

parameters

Multi-granularity cloud

generated by cloud

transformation
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‘‘no-solution preserving’’ property and quotient

approach principle in quotient space principles (Zhang

and Zhang 2003). That is, when the classification

technique is used to discuss a problem in coarse-

granularity world, if the problem has no solution, then

the original problem in fine-granularity world has no

solution (truth preserving property). If a proposition is

true in two quotient spaces with coarse-granularity,

then it is true that their corresponding quotient space

combined by them (falsity preserving property). This

could narrow the solving area and accelerate the

solving progress because the coarse-granularity world

is generally simpler than the original world. Addition-

ally, quotient approach principle is built on the fidelity

insurance false principle and quotient space chain, i.e.,

these theories are based on the structure.

Zhang presented fuzzy quotient space theory to

combine with the idea of fuzzy mathematics, which

turns out to be a great mathematical model and tool for

GrC (Zhang and Zhang 2005). Different grain size

corresponds to different threshold values of member-

ship function in the quotient space, into which fuzzy

equivalence relation has been introduced by fuzzy

quotient space theory. To construct normalized isosce-

les distance function has been presented further by

Zhang, which is both in hierarchical way and between

different quotient spaces, rendering it ability of

extending a fuzzy quotient space theory with arbitrary

threshold (Zhang et al. 2008).

4. Cloud model.

Cloud model theory was proposed by Li (1995). It

achieves bidirectional transformation of the qualitative

concept and quantitative data by the forward and

backward cloud transformation. A qualitative concept

C is expressed by numerical characteristics (Ex, En,

He), wherein, Ex is the core of a concept, En denotes

the granularity scale of the concept, and He denotes the

uncertainty of the concept’s granularity. It better

characterizes the bidirectional cognitive transformation

process of intension and extension of a concept,

revealing the randomness and fuzziness of objective

entity (Li et al. 2009), as shown in Fig. 2. Since a

concept definitely has the property of granularity,

mapping of quantitative values to a suitable grain-sized

qualitative concept is also the process of granularity

optimization. Granulation with the cloud model is to use

the backward cloud transformation to get the numerical

characteristic set. fðExi;Eni;HeiÞg; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .;N,
and it could reflect the qualitative concept of the data

set, then the data is divided into N granules. For

example, in reference (Ma et al. 2012), cloud model was

used as granulated model for image segmentation, in

essence, which is the granulation process based on

backward cloud generator and each divided region

corresponds to a granule. Inspired by the idea of MGrC,

adaptive gaussian cloud transformation (A-GCT) algo-

rithm based on the cloud model was proposed by Liu

et al. (2013). As shown in Fig. 3, based on the definition

of parameter concept clarity, A-GCT could generate

multi-granularity concepts by clustering academicians

in Chinese Academy of Engineering with regards to

age, which is also the process of granularity conversion.

In addition, there are some other granular computing

models, cluster (Rodriguez and Laio 2014), shadowed

sets (Pedrycz 1998), orthopairs (Ciucci 2016); they have

common points with above mentioned models to

manage uncertainty.

2.2 Granularity optimization

The purpose of granularity optimization is to seek the

most suitable (the coarsest at sometime) granular layer

of a domain for the MGrR, and the most efficient and

satisfactory enough solution (meet the demand of time-

limit constraints) is generated on this granular layer (Xu

et al. 2015). The efficiency of the solution could be

represented by solution effectiveness [GM (R), T] where

R is the calculation result, GM (R) is the granularity of

the solution and T is the time constraint. If the result

granularity is expressed as GM (Ru), and the time con-

straint is expressed as Tu, granularity optimization is to

find a certain granularity layer Layeri to meet GM(Ri|-

Ri = Solve(Layeri)) B GM(Ru) and Ti B Tu. Then the

intelligent calculation and analysis are implemented for

the problem solving on the granularity level Layeri. As

shown in Fig. 4, it shows the diagram of granularity

optimization. Wherein, MPS is the mapping relation

between problem granularity in leftmost part and the

solution granularity, and MSC is the mapping relation

between the solution granularity and computing granu-

larity, and MPC is the mapping relation between problem

granularity and computing granularity. Therefore, MPS

and MSC could be used to obtain MPC. The granularity

optimization algorithm is shown in the box, in essence,

the solution mapped on Layerr could meet the granu-

larity requirement but failed to meet the time constraint,

while the solution mapped on Layers could meet the

time-limit constraint but its granularity is too coarse. The

calculations on both granularity layers are all ‘‘invalid’’.

The solution mapped on Layert could meet both the

granularity requirement and the time-limit constraint, so

the ‘‘valid’’ calculation is achieved by the granularity

optimization.

In recent years, there are many researches on granularity

optimization. Pedrycz (2011) and Pedrycz and Homenda
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(2013) proposed the principle of justifiable granularity,

which combined the construction and optimization of

information granularity. Zhang et al. (2015) combined the

granularity space optimization and statistical probability

theory to study the efficient multi-granularity search algo-

rithm based on the statistical expectation, which analyzes

the variation law of statistical probability expectation from

the quotient spaces at different granularity levels and

reduces the complexity to solve different probability

models. Based on fuzzy compatibility relation, Wang et al.

(2014) proposed a clustering granularity analysis method

and it could determine the optimal clustering granularity by

the synthesis and decomposition of fuzzy compatibility

relation. Liu et al. (2014) proposed a granular computing

classification algorithm based on distance measure and

verified its superior accuracy by experiments. Bianchi et al.

(2014) proposed a granular computing model to optimize

pattern classification and found the optimal classification

by this model. It has become a key point to design common

pattern classification systems.

2.3 Granularity conversion

In essence, granularity conversion is to solve the problem

by switching the working granularity layer between

adjective layers or jump to a lower or higher granular layer,

in accordance with the requirements of a problem. Gran-

ularity conversion means the same problem could be

solved at different granularity layers. The key of granu-

larity conversion is to study how to rapidly construct the

solution on the adjacent granularity layer. The recon-

struction mechanism based on the granularity conversion

thinking pattern is shown in Fig. 5. Layer and Layer0 are
two granularity layers and the problem could be solved by

two ways, direct way and indirect way, represented by the

red and blue arrow direction in Fig. 2. The direct way is to

solve the problem directly by Layer0.

Solution0 ¼ HðProblemðLayer0ÞÞ; ð1Þ

The indirect way is to solve the mapping relation

between solutions at different granularity layers in accor-

dance with the relation between Layer and Layer0, and the

solution of problem on Layer. Thus, for the Solution0

Solution ¼ HðProblemðLayerÞÞ
Layer0 ¼ GðLayerÞ
f ¼ M(Problem,GÞ

8
><

>:
; ð2Þ

If we could first obtain the mapping relation f between

solutions at different granularity layers t, then f is more

effective than the only solution on Layer0. Wherein, h is

determined by the layer granularity relation G and the

problem on Layer. Therefore, we can achieve the fast

reconstruction of adjacent granularity layers.

Researchers have done some meaningful works about

granularity conversion. The quotient space proposed by

Professor Zhang and Zhang (2003) is an earlier typical

representative of granularity conversion. The original space

is divided into spaces with different granularities, which is

fully consistent with the equivalence relation in mathe-

matics, then use the fidelity insurance false principle to
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select the most suitable elements from (X, F) to conduct

problem solving. In addition, the relation between the

elements of (X, F) is also obtained to explore the relation

between solutions in the space with different granularities.

It is a formal model to reflect human intelligence to solve

problems. Based on a multi-layer granular structure, Yao

and Luo (2011) proposed a top-down, step-wise progres-

sive computing model and introduced a basic progressive

computing algorithm to explore a sequence of refinements

from coarser information granulation to finer information

granulation. To make suitable assessments about students’

knowledge level, Collins et al. (1996) proposed a self-

adaptive assessment system based on granularity layers and

Bayesian network. Lin et al. (2014a, b) proposed a multi-

granularity feature selection approach in emerging field.

First, the neighborhood rough set was used as a granular

computing tool to analyze the influence of neighborhood

granularity, thus obtaining the feature ranking based on

different granularity influence. Then, a new feature selec-

tion algorithm was born from the feature rankings. Wang

et al. (2008) reviewed the uncertainty of rough set at dif-

ferent granularities and discussed the relation between

roughness and ambiguity of the rough set under different

knowledge granularities. As shown in Fig. 2, cloud model

with A-GCT (Liu et al. 2013) algorithm is also an example

of granularity conversion.

2.4 Multi-granularity joint problem solving

As shown in Fig. 6, it is the diagram showing the rela-

tionship among three basic modes of GrC. The input of

traditional problem solving method is usually the data on a

single particle layer, while the data and information on

other granular layers are seldom considered. When the task

is complex, it needs to integrate the solution components

on each layer to form the right solution of the entire

problem, and the input model of single granularity does not

meet the needs of the solution. Therefore, the study of

MGrJS includes two aspects: the construction and the

multi-layer input of multi-layer problem solvers. Wherein,

the construction of multi-layer problem solvers is crucial to

multi-granularity computation. It should include the num-

ber of layers in multi-layer problem solvers, the estab-

lishment of the relationship between the layers and the

structure of each layer, etc.

The diagram of MGrJS is shown in Fig. 7. The essence

of MGrJS is to utilize the multi-layer solvers to solve the

problem based on the problem/field oriented granule

P

P1 Pn

P11 P1n Pn1 Pnn

MPS MSC

MPC

Layers

Layert

Layerr

GM(Rs)>GM(Ru),Ts<Tu

GM(Rt)<GM(Ru),Tt<Tu

GM(Rr)<GM(Ru),Tr>Tu

Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of granularity space optimization

Problem(Layer)
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Problem

Problem(Layer')

Solution
H(Problem(Layer))

H(Problem(Layer'))
Solution'

f(Solution')Layer'=G(Layer)

Fig. 5 Fast solution

reconstruction mechanism

based on granularity conversion
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structure. First, the task can be divided into subtasks with

multiple granularities and each subtask corresponds to a

layer-wise learner. Then, data with different granularities

corresponding to multiple layer-wise solvers constitutes a

granularity structure.

In recent years, deep learning (Hinton and Salakhut-

dinov 2006; Ranzato et al. 2015; Hinton et al. 2006;

Salakhutdinov and Hinton 2009), as a successful model of

MGrC, has made many significant progress in many

fields, thus it become a hot topic in the field of machine

learning. The success of deep learning is that it could

solve a complex problem by dividing it onto many layers,

and a relatively simple task is fulfilled on each single

layer, which is essentially in accordance with the core

idea of MGrC.

This idea of MGrJS can be traced back to some early

research works in the 1990s. Jang and Roger (1993) pro-

posed the fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) based on the

adaptive network. It declared the birth of MGrJS. Figure 8

shows the structure diagram of ANFIS. It consists of five

layers of neurons and three of them are hidden layers. In

ANFIS, although each neuron could achieve different

functions independently, they are interrelated on the whole,

and could achieve fuzzy reasoning ultimately. The output

expression is shown as follows:

f ¼ w1f1 þ w2f2

w1 þ w2

¼ w1f1 þ w2f2; ð3Þ

Wang and Shi (1998) proposed the three-value/multi-

value logic neural network TMLNN. This multi-layer

neural network with neuron structure can express and cope

with any three-value/multi-value logic problems. Figure 9

is an example that ‘‘exclusive or’’ is implemented by

TMLNN.

Deep learning was first proposed by Hinton et al. (2006).

The idea of deep learning can be generalized as a model of

solving problems by joint computing on multi-granularity

information/knowledge representation (MGrIKR) in the

perspective of Grc. It suggested that artificial neural net-

work with multiple hidden layers has outstanding learning

ability and could achieve more fundamental characteriza-

tion from the data through learning. Thus, deep learning is

suitable for visualization or classification. Difficulties in

the training of deep neural network can be overcome by the

layer-by-layer initialization.

Deep learning trains the presentation of the middle tiers

using unsupervised learning and then abstract the high-

level concepts by several lower-level components. Based

on this feature, it achieved great success and has been

widely applied in various fields such as visual perception

(Zhou et al. 2015), object recognition (Mesnil et al. 2015),

speech recognition (Han et al. 2014), etc. Currently, Tang’

research team achieve the highest precision in recognition

of progress by far (Wang and Tang 2004; Cao et al. 2010;

Luo et al. 2012; Sun et al. 2014). Especially, the DeepID

face recognition technology developed by them could more

accurate than the naked eye and the accuracy rate is over

99 %. As we know, LFW is the most widely used bench-

marks in the face recognition field, and the deep learning

model DeepID could obtain 99.15 % recognition rate on

the LFW database. In addition, many other high-tech

companies also invest a lot of resources in deep learning

because they have seen that deep learning model plays a

crucial role in mining the values of information in massive

data in big data era, and could predict the future accurately.

In reference (Bengio et al. 2011), the deep learning was

expounded as the structure shown in Fig. 10. If a certain

learning algorithm acquired a good feature representation

S1 from the input data, it could be also used to get better

feature representation S2 from S1, and so on. Based on the

lower level feature, higher-level feature Si could be

obtained by the non-linear transformation combination

which has higher semantic expression and greater distinc-

tion degree.

Figure 11 shows the deep Boltzmann machine (DBM)

structure. Compared with the deep belief network, at each

Complex?

Slove?
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Granularity 
optimization

Granularity 
conversion

Granulation 
models

Fuzzy 
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Rough
set
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Cloud 
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Deep
Learning

Multi-Granularity 
joint problem solving

solution

N Y
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N

Fig. 6 Diagram for relationship among three basic modes of GrC
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layer of DBM, the bottom-up approximate reasoning

information with both-way junction could obtain the top-

down feedback, thus the uncertainty of the input data can

be well spread throughout the DBM network, so that the

model is more robust. Because the supervised learning

methods is used to initialize weights randomly and conduct

fine tuning of DBM, these methods are likely to lead the

network into a local minimum. The use of unsupervised

pre-training methods is conducive to avoiding this problem

(Erhan et al. 2010). In reference (Srivastava and

Salakhutdinov 2014), combined with the common layer,

two feature expressions of structure of learning text and

image data were used, and it achieve the joint optimization

of feature of two data sources.

Deep belief network (DBN) (Torralba et al. 2008)

consists of restricted Boltzmann machine layers. This

network is restricted as a visual layer and a hidden layer.

The hidden layer units are trained to capture the coherence

of high-level data manifested in visible layer. As shown in

Fig. 12, v is the visible layer input of the first RBM and the

generated hidden layer output h1 is regarded as the visible

layer input of the next RBM. h1 is used to train new hidden

layer output h2. Then h3 can be done by the same way.

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) (Krizhevsky et al.

2012; Liu et al. 2015) is one of the common models of deep

learning and artificial neural networks. In 1984, Fukushima

proposed a neocognitron (Fukushima 1980) based on the

concept of receptive field (Hubel and Wiesel 1962) which

LW  learnerK

LW  learnerK-1

Layer-wise learner1

Learning outcome1

Final solution 

Layerm-1

Layerm

Layer1

Layerk-1

Layerk

Layer1

Problem-oriented granularity structure Domain-oriented granularity structure Multilayer solver 

Learning outcomek-1

LW  learnerK

LW  learner1

Fig. 7 Schematic diagram of MGrJS

Fig. 8 ANFIS schematic diagram (Jang and Roger 1993)

Fig. 9 TMLNN Schematic diagram (Wang and Shi 1998)
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Fig. 10 Schematic diagram of deep learning (Bengio et al. 2011)
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could be regarded as the first implementing network of C.

It is also the first application of the receptive field in arti-

ficial neural networks. CNNs is a multilayer perceptron to

identify two-dimensional shape. This kind of network

structure has high invariance property for translation,

scaling, inclination or the transformation of common

forms. As shown in Fig. 13, each layer of the CNNs

includes several stages, like normalization, convolution,

non-linear transformation, down-sampling, output features.

The characteristic output of this layer is used as the input of

next layer. The rest can be done by the same way.

According to the actual application requirements, multiple

similar processing stages could be added to extract multi-

stage feature representation.

Deep learning has been successfully applied to a variety

of classification problems, which will undoubtedly have an

impact on machine learning and artificial intelligence

systems. Andrew presented a new in-depth neural network

permanent learning machines (PLMS) (Simpson 2015),

overcoming some drawbacks of DNNs, especially the need

for training before the use of DNNs. PLMS consists of two

kinds of DNNs. One is called storage DNNs, used for

classification of images, and the other is called recall DNN,

used to generate new images. Bernardino put forward a

new semantic segmentation algorithm (Zheng et al. 2015).

Using the full convolution network plus a conditional

random field as a recurrent neural network to conduct end

to end training, it obtains a high accuracy. The machine

vision project from the research teams of Yahoo lab has

also made great achievements (Schifanella et al. 2015).

Their goal is to find the hidden elements in images and

features, such as emotion, society, esthetics, creativity and

culture. For example, computer can predict the beauty of

portrait by features and find the image features, such as the

high correlation between contrast and sharpness with the

senses and the low correlation between gender, age and

race with the senses.

There are still a few differences between deep learning

and MGrJS. The major differences between deep learning

and MGrJS are that the input of deep learning is the finest-

grained data while the input of MGrJS is MGrR, and the

layer-wise learner of deep learning is usually a neural

network while MGrJS’s layer-wise learner is any type of

learning model.

Although there are some difference between deep

learning and MGrJS, we can refer the idea of deep

learning to study MGrJS basis on the above mentioned

granulation models. The research should include decom-

position mechanism of the problem, the partitioning

mechanism of granularity and layers of different sub

tasks, and the working mechanism of granular layer

optimization, cross layer, and parallel computing. In

RBM

RBM

Hidden layers

Visible layers

h1

RBM

h2

h3

V

gninuteniFgniniart-erPFig. 11 Deep Boltzmann

machine (Erhan et al. 2010)

Fig. 12 Deep belief network

(Torralba et al. 2008)
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short, MGrJS should be studied as one direction of GrC in

the future.

The relationship among the three mechanisms and five

theoretical models of MGrC is summarized in Table 2.

Although we introduced fuzzy set and rough set in gran-

ularity optimization, and quotient space and cloud model in

granularity conversion, it does not mean that the GrC

models are limited to the corresponding mechanisms.

Actually, fuzzy set and rough set can be used in granularity

conversion, and quotient space and cloud model can be

used in granularity optimization as well.

3 Big data and granular computing

As is well-known, big data has the 3 V characteristics,

namely volume, velocity, variety (Clifford 2008).There are

also different definitions. For example, the definition in

IDC is that big data is to describe the new-generation

technology and system architecture and then extract vari-

ous economically valuable data through the acquisition,

discovery or analysis (Gantz 2011). The 3 V characteristics

indicate the significance and necessity of big data and also

points out its core issue, how to tap the value from various

and massive data with rapid growth.

Big data has brought new challenges (Chen and Zhang

2014; Du 2013; Tekiner and Keane 2013) for data com-

puting in the data format, data analysis method, the time-

liness and cost aspects of computing, etc. Many

information technology researchers are seeking solutions

from their own point of view. Figure 14 shows the diagram

of big data processing, aiming to provide theoretical sup-

port for the application of big data from two aspects, big

data processing paradigm and algorithm, and explore the

related problems from its application and practice.

At present, there are various challenges in various stages

brought by big data processing. The biggest problem is how

to address the issues caused by 3 V features of big data. For

example, in the phase of data acquisition, raw data not only

includes the structured data, but also contains a lot of data

with heterogeneity and uncertainty, so there are various

problems to be solved, such as how to better access to stan-

dardization deterministic data; how to process big datawith a

huge scale and rapid growth and how to reduce the data scale

and ensure its timeliness. In addition, data security issues are

also to be considered, which means to make use of the big

data and ensure that people’s privacy is not violated.

Skowron et al. (2016b) pointed out that new challenges are to

develop strategies to control, predict, and bound the behavior

of the system based on big data at scale, and proposed to

investigate these challenges using the GrC framework. Yao

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

Layer(2)

Layer(1)

Layer(n)

Classifier

Layer(n-1)

Normalization Convolution  Down 
sampling

Output 
feature

Fig. 13 Convolutional neural networks (Krizhevsky et al. 2012)

Table 2 Applicability of five theoretical models of MGrC to the

three MGrC mechanisms

Granulation

model

Granularity

optimization

Granularity

conversion

Multi-granularity

joint problem

solving

Fuzzy set Suitable Moderate Moderate

Rough set Suitable Moderate Moderate

Quotient space Moderate Suitable Moderate

Cloud model Moderate Moderate Moderate

Deep learning Unsuitable Unsuitable Suitable
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and Zhong (1999) argue that granular computing may have

many potential applications in knowledge discovery and data

mining, and analyzed connections of three related basic

operations of granular computing (granulation of the uni-

verse, characterization of granules, and relationships

between granules) to the tasks of knowledge discovery and

data mining. Zhong et al. (2015) summarize themain aspects

of brain informatics based big data interacting in the social-

cyber-physical space of the WisdomWeb of Things (W2T).

Yao (2000) pointed out that information granulation is to

establish an effective user-centric concept based on the

outside world and simplify our understanding of the physical

world and the virtual world, which can efficiently provide

practical inexact solution. Since this data processing com-

puting model from the finest granularity fails to consider the

actual grasp of granularity of human brain, this kind of raw

data processingmethod is inconsistentwith the lawof human

cognition. Peters andWeber (2016) proposed a framework—

dynamic clustering cube (DCC) to categorize existing

dynamic granular clustering algorithms, which motivate to

use dynamic granular clustering in solving the velocity of big

data. Therefore, multi-granularity thinking and problem

solving mode of human intelligence could be used to build a

new data processing computing model for big data.

In recent years, there are many already-existing industry

examples of using granular optimization in big data pro-

cessing. Slezak and Kowalski (2013) discussed how the

specifics of data granulation methodology can affect the

performance of Infobright database system. Synak and

Slezak (2014) designed a new aggregation queries in

Infobright database engine using the paradigms of rough

sets and granular computing, which optimizes the decom-

position of data blocks and aggregation groups among

machines having access to shared data storage. Pai et al.

(2015) proposed the implementation of computational

intelligence including granular computing on air quality

monitoring big data (AQMBD). Ryjov (2015) analyzed big

data sources and made a conclusion that sizeable part of

them is people-generated data, and present that how to

make a choice the best (optimal) granulation.

Figure 15 is the frame of big data processing based on

GrC. Three basic modes, including granularity optimization,

granularity layer conversion and multi-granularity joint

problem solving are used as the theoretical basis to support

the entire big data processing. For some specific problems, it

is necessary to consider information at multiple granularity

levels. Three basic modes GrC mechanisms are beneficial to

the process of the uncertainties, diversity, massiveness, and

high speed access of big data. The steps are shown as fol-

lows: (1) data source selection and integration algorithms is

adopted to conduct conversion, extraction, granulation for

diverse and heterogeneous big data and then model for

different heterogeneous data through different granularity

data models. Then the granularity transformation is used to

achieve conversion between uncertain information and cer-

tain information, thus obtaining the normalized big data. (2)

Using the specific mode and thought of granular computing

model to convert raw data into an appropriate granule and

build corresponding granularity layer and structure. Estab-

lishing multi-granularity information knowledge represen-

tation model by the data in step (1). (3) Checking whether

the raw data has the appropriate granularity and then pro-

viding feedback guidance for the raw data collection.

4 Future research prospects of granular
computing

Although some achievements have been achieved in GrC

and big data processing, the applications of big data still

needs to be improved. For example, how to effectively

establish dynamic model for the multi-source

Big data 
processing 
paradigm

Big data processing theory

Big data application

  Problems of big data processing

Big data 
processing 
algorithm

Scientific 
calculation

Image 
processing 

Health care 

Social network

Mobile 
communication

Internet of Things
Lack of data processing model with 
human mechanism
Lack of reasonable data processing 
model

Lack of problem solving methods 
under constraints

Lack of effective methods to reduce 
the data scale

Fig. 14 Diagram of big data

processing
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heterogeneous big data and how to implement effective

intelligent computing of big data, etc. Since we have solved

these problems, now we can improve the ability of GrC to

process big data.

1. The unified structure of ‘‘from coarse to fine’’ and

‘‘from fine to coarse’’.

Different problems require different granularity conver-

sion mechanisms. If each sample is abstracted from the

finest granularity, it could not meet the demand of time-

limit constraints in the specific circumstances. So it is a

good idea to combine the mechanism of ‘‘from coarse to

fine’’ in our humanwith ‘‘from fine to coarse’’ inmachine

to build the unified structure to solve various problems.

2. Human–machine progressive computing model.

Wilke and Portmann 2016 introduces a collaborative

urban planning use case in a cognitive city environment

and shows how an iterative process of user input and

human oriented automated data processing can support

collective decision making. Similarly, we proposed the

prospects about twoprogressive computingmodels. First,

it could solve problem by simulating the processes of

human cognitive ability, through the coarsest granularity

layer toget a global rough solutionand then switch to finer

layer according to the user constraints and time demand

for further computation. Besides it also could solve

problemby simulating the processes in automatic control,

through the finest granularity layer to get a local

temporary feasible solution and then switch to coarser

layer for the global optimization computation, gradually

to obtain the global optimal solution.

3. The granulation of big data.

The granulation of big data is to conduct related

researches on the characteristics such as mass, high

speed. The traditional data analysis techniques based on

database are always to carry out analysis and problem

solving for the data with finest granularity and its data

processing ability and speed cannot meet the needs of

users in big data process. However, to conduct problem

solving from the viewpoint of granular computing,

granularity space corresponding to the problem could be

selected. On this basis, granule with an appropriate

granularity is regarded as the processing object, which

could improve the efficiency of problem solving and

obtain accurate solution. By building multi-granularity

information knowledge representation model, the raw

big data could be converted into small datawithout value

loss, thus reducing the data scale and improve the quality

and efficiency of problem solving of big data. As is well-

known, some information granularity structures of big

data are unknown and fixed, such as text. Others are

unknown and varying, such as images, web internal

structure. No matter they are fixed or varying, there are

some problems like how to select basic elements from

the information structure in the granulation process, how

to conduct division, how to represent the structure

between granularity layers and the interior structure of

each layer, coupled with the uncertainty of the structure

itself. To achieve the high speed and accelerate knowl-

edge acquisition speed, a common approach is the

incremental updating. Recently, incremental updating

of rough set has made great achievement (Chen et al.

2011; Liang et al. 2014)

4. Computing methods based on multi-granularity infor-

mation and knowledge representation.

The computing methods based on the multi-granularity

information and knowledge representation model of
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dynamic multi-source heterogeneous big data could be

studied from two aspects. First, select any granularity

layer in multi-granularity information and knowledge

space to conduct problem solving and the solution on

each layer has the same semantics, but the computing

costs to obtain these solutions and their accuracy are

different. Study the efficient computing method of

variable granularity which could meet the time-limit

constraints based on this kind of problem. Second,

problem solving cannot be achieved at the same layer

and it is necessary to combine multiple granularity

layers. To solve this kind of problem, study the

problem-oriented multi-granularity joint problem solv-

ing calculation method.

5. Dynamic modeling and evolution mechanisms of

multi-granularity information and knowledge space.

In the process of dynamic multi-source heterogeneous

big data processing with the existing research meth-

ods, some problems are ignored, such as how to

switch to an appropriate granularity to get the

solution when the computing capability is insufficient

or the time-limit constraints are satisfied. To meet the

needs of real-time analysis, the current analysis

methods of big data are limited by data type, data

volume, data rate, computing power, and time-limit

constraints which make them fail to provide an

effective solution to meet customer needs in a timely

manner. Therefore, it is necessary to study the

dynamic modeling and evolutionary mechanisms of

multi-granularity information knowledge space,

including two aspects: the dynamic modeling around

the granular computing and real-time dynamic evo-

lution of granularity structure.

6. Parallel granular computing of big data.

Based on the software platform and IT infrastructure,

develop the acceleration in granular computing method

analysis of big data by parallel computing. For those

problems with mass data, high relevancy and weak

parallelism, study the processing methods on open-

source platform like Spark/Storm, Hadoop, etc. For the

parallel compute-intensive tasks of data, study the

computing cluster solution with high performance of

GPU ? CPU.

7. Granular computing models in real life applications.

Combined with the specific application context, the big

data processing method based on granular computing

is used in scientific and engineering applications. For

example, in aluminum electrolysis process industry,

multi-granularity joint problem solving mechanism

could be used to design knowledge automation

aluminum electrolysis decision system based on big

data, thus solve the relevant problems of decision-

making system of modern aluminum electrolysis

production. In the field of health care, based on the

diagnosis and treatment data of different categories, we

conduct multi-granularity joint problem solving for the

complex task of big data and study how to explore the

available information from medical data efficiently in

several different scenarios like auxiliary monitor for

the health care, public health surveillance and hospital

decision-making management, so as to solve problems

faced by the healthcare industry and make valuable

decisions which could contribute to the society. In the

field of ecological environment monitoring and early

warning, with regard to the continuous physical and

chemical process of water quality, we adopt multi-

granularity modeling from different dimensions such

as value of time, space and water quality to efficiently

compute the water quality index of the specific

location during the next period. These specific research

works will continue to enrich the theoretical models

and techniques of big data process based on the

granular computing.

8. Multi-granularity deep learning model.

There is a big gap between deep learning and human

discriminating ability in target recognition of natural

images and other applications. With the increasing size

of data, it is necessary to adopt a more sophisticated

model to capture richer information and patterns,

which then requires higher computing capacity. The

existing learning algorithms such as stochastic gradient

descent, are serialized, so the key to improve the

efficiency of model training lies in how to convert the

asynchronous update mode into parallel computing

model more effectively and take advantage of GPU

parallel processing capability, etc.

9. Deep learning theory support system.

Although a lot of achievements have been made in

deep learning, these honored breakthroughs are based

on experience and lack good theoretical support.

Therefore, it is necessary to carry out further research

and exploration to improve the theory and better guide

the practice. Section 2.4 indicates that deep learning

based on the multi-granularity joint problem solving is

very powerful and could solve many practical prob-

lems, particularly in the field of dimensional reduction

and genetic programming and other areas. However,

the further study is still needed, for example, for a

particular frame, the dimensions of input for optimum

performance should be determined. Besides, a single

deep learning approach cannot bring the best results

and usually the combination of various methods for

averaging scoring will bring a higher accuracy rate.

Therefore, it is of great significance to study the

integration of deep learning with other learning

methods.
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5 Conclusion

Although researches of Grc have been carried out for many

years, previous studies mainly focus on the GrC model. To

achieve the intelligent computing of big data with multi-

granularity, it is necessary to study those basic problems

with the data as the center, such as multi-granularity data

expression and processing, multi-granularity intelligent

computing model of big data, etc. Based on the previous

works in three progressive levels: granularity optimization,

granularity conversion and multi-granularity joint problem

solving (MGrJS), this paper point out that MGrJS is a

valuable research direction in the future if we want to

improve the quality and efficiency of solution. We analyze

the feasibility to apply the GrC to big data processing and

emphasize that multi-granularity data processing model is

an effective way to deal with the big data problems. Then

we propose some suggestions for the future research,

aiming to provide some valuable references and help for

researchers engaged in granular computing and big data

processing technique.
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